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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to explore the personal, cultural and structural experiences and barriers faced by highly skilled Canadian university graduate immigrants regarding finding a good job related to their qualification in the labour market, and how this struggle has shaped their lives. Data was collected through individuals by semi-structured questionnaires. Interviews were the deep source of skilled immigrants’ experiences and problems they have faced in the labour market.

Applying the critical race theory perspective and using the Thompson PCS Model as investigating tool, this study sought to capture the participants’ reality. The findings suggest that immigrants are facing many structural and systemic barriers and racial discrimination in the labour market. It is affecting them not only individually but also affecting their families and because of that these skilled immigrants have a plan to leave Canada for better job opportunities because even after graduating from Canadian universities they were unable to find work according to their field of study and work experience.

Major themes emerging from this research include: why skilled immigrants pursued more education if they were already graduated from their home countries; immigration policies and labour market policies mismatch; non-recognition of immigrants credentials and work experience; inadequate settlement services; racial
discrimination in job market; and what difference they feel before and after graduating from Canadian university in finding a job.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Immigration is an important element of population and economic growth in Canada. Each year approximately 200,000 immigrants arrive in Canada. Two-thirds (69%) of the population growth between 2001 and 2006 was because of immigrants. In 2010, Canada accepted 280,681 immigrants (permanent and temporary) of which 186,913 (67%) were Economic immigrants (skilled immigrants); 60,220 (22%) were Family class; 24,696 (9%) were Refugees; and 8,845 (2%) were others (Plante, 2011).

The low-wages and unemployment rates of recent immigrants are twice as high as those of similarly-aged non-immigrants or native-born people. Immigrants are doing jobs for which they are over qualified and doing them at low wages (Oreopoulos, 2009; Reitz 2001).

The Canadian immigrant selection system (point system) accepts immigrants on the basis of their skills, which leads immigrants to mistakenly believe that finding employment in their own field should not be difficult, and that their skills and experience will be recognized fully. However, immigrants face barriers such as devaluation of their foreign degrees, an inability to finance further studies, and refusals by professional organizations to recognize their degrees regardless of whether they possess higher or lower levels of formal or informal education. Such practices, in which people assume that Canadian degrees are superior to foreign degrees, are notable barriers to occupations for
which highly qualified and educated persons have been prepared in their own countries (Shields, Rahi, & Scholtz, 2006).

Politically, the Canadian government thinks about immigration in terms of the economy and population growth, rather than thinking about how to integrate skilled immigrants in the labour market after their arrival. Canada assesses immigrants or allows immigration on the basis of immigrants’ high qualifications/education, work experience, and language proficiency, using a point based system (Grubel, 2013), but after migration, the labour market rejects this decision by not accepting immigrants’ degree’s and work experience in the labour market (Teelucksingh, & Galabuzi, 2005). Not being able to practice their profession in Canada has led many immigrants with international professional training into poverty. Social institutional barriers such as education, housing, minimum wage jobs, health care, and political representation have also marginalized immigrants in Canada. Poor integration of immigrants after arriving in Canada suggests that people fall behind regardless of qualifications and experience, because of systemic economic barriers (Bradshaw, 2007).

Canada’s immigration policies focus on highly skilled professionals and encourage population growth and economic growth; this is why Canada admits thousands of skilled immigrants every year. However, these policies do not line up with a domestic labour market that discriminates against such immigrants. Immigration policies and integration services are not working well towards immigrants’ integration in the new country. As a result, many immigrants decide to get more education from Canadian
universities so that they will be able to find Canadian work related to their previous education. But even after graduating from Canadian universities they are struggling in the labour market, finding themselves over-qualified in education and experience for the jobs they are doing in Canada, and as a result many immigrants are returning to their own countries or going to other countries where they can find better jobs (Beach, Worswick, Green, 2011).

1.1 Purpose and Rationale

My interest in this topic has developed through my own experience. As an immigrant, I have faced challenges in the labour market in terms of language proficiency, devaluation of degrees and refusal from professional organizations to accept foreign experience. Canadian organizations demand the evaluation of immigrants’ degrees not only in hiring but also in educational admissions. I have experienced the same challenging situation in job-seeking, and while seeking admission to Canadian universities in Master’s programs. The process of degree evaluation was distressing, complicated, long and expensive. However, because of non-recognition of my native home degree in the labour market, I decided to seek admission to a Canadian university. As an insider of the research study population, I know many immigrants who have left Canada because even after graduating from Canadian universities they did not find any work related to their educational qualifications.

As an immigrant I also have a plan to leave Canada after getting my degree because I know I am not going to get a job or I may struggle or wait a long time to find a
job. I ask myself if it is worth struggling for many years just to find job, which may not even be related to my qualifications. For all these reasons, I know many families are leaving Canada or planning to leave Canada as soon as they find a good job in another country. I want to share their experiences and the reasons behind their decision to leave Canada. Having a good and healthy life is the dream of every human being. If a highly educated person has spent 16 or 18 years of his/her life getting a good education, and does not find a good job, it will be disappointing for him/her and then he/she will try to find some other way to live better.

The main purpose of this research study is to understand the experiences of immigrants who have been educated in Canada in finding a job and the effects of these experiences on their decisions about living in or leaving Canada if they do not find a job related to their educational qualifications. Key research questions are as follows: why did participants pursue education from a Canadian university if they were already educated in their native countries; what difficulties do immigrants who get their university degrees in Canada still face in finding suitable jobs related to their own education; and what decisions do immigrants make about remaining in or leaving Canada if they do not find a job within a few years?
Chapter 2

Theoretical Perspective

The theoretical perspective related to my research topic is “Critical Race Theory” (CRT). CRT focused upon the application of critical theory, which aims to critically examine the connections of society and culture, with law, race and power (Tara, 2005). Critical theory examines ways in which current conceptions of social and political life maintain relations of oppression, domination, and injustice. CRT puts race at the center of critical analysis and describes the relationship between evidently race-neutral ideals and the structure of white supremacy and racism (Valdes, Culp, & Harris, 2002).

CRT states that racism is an ordinary act which occurs every day for people of colour rather than declaring racism an abnormal or individualistic act. Racism is embedded in the social and institutional fabric of white society, as racism is ordinary, embedded and invisible in its nature. How people holding racial privilege think about people from different races is sometime unconscious or invisible to them, but that “invisibility” of thinking maintains racism in society. However, Critical Race Theory also states that people in power and dominant social discourses can racialize groups of people at different times and in different ways, depending on social, historic and economic needs (e.g., economic downturn means people admit only members of their own race into the labour market rather than other racialized groups) (Abrams, & Moio, 2009). This analytical lens is used to examine existing power structures and to identify white
privilege, which perpetuates the marginalization of people of colour. It resonates with the idea of immigrants facing racial discrimination in Canadian society and a specific group of citizens (native-born white people who possess a better economic, political, and social position in the Canadian labour market) using power and privilege in the labour market (Abrams, & Moio, 2009).

CRT also provides information to help us better understand how discrimination is embedded in the operations of White institutions. Institutional racism demonstrates itself both in material conditions (e.g., gainful employment) and in access to power (e.g., economic strong position and representation in government) (Jones, 2003). “Institutionalized racism is defined as the structures, policies, practices, and norms resulting in differential access to the goods, services, and opportunities of society by race” (P.10).

CRT critically focuses on racial discrimination, which is found between different groups within society. It will also help to explore the underlying concepts of Canadian immigration policies, which work on the point system to promote Canadian economic and population growth rather than being focused on immigrants’ integration into the labour market. CRT challenges the stories that ignore the systematic inequalities that societal and institutional racism provides, painting a false picture of liberalism and meritocracy in which everyone who works hard can attain power, privilege and wealth (Buenavista, Jayakumar, & Misa-Escalante, 2009). “CRT advocates a rewriting of history to include the lived reality of oppressed groups from their perspectives and their own
words, bringing these narratives into account challenges liberalist claims of neutrality, colour blindness, and universal truths” (Abrams, & Moio, 2009:251).

Bradshaw’s theory of poverty (2007) supports the ideas of CRT. This theory states that systemic barriers exist that prevent immigrants from achieving access and accomplishment in key social institutions including jobs, education, housing, health care, safety, political representation, etc. Immigrants falls behind in systemic economic barriers to integration after arriving in Canada regardless of how much they are experienced and qualified. Partly the problem is the fact that minimum wages or unemployment do not allow immigrants and their families to be economically self-sufficient (Bradshaw, 2007).

Both theories combine to help explore the embedded racism in institutions and structural economic barriers faced by immigrants in Canadian society. Both theories will help to understand the inequalities present in society and institutions and how economic and societal barriers are affecting the life of immigrants. How these structural factors serve to exclude immigrants from labour market and how institutional racism put immigrants into the struggle to find a good job related to their own qualification.
Chapter 3

Literature Review

Immigration has played a significant role in transforming Canada into a diverse and flourishing nation. Immigrants bring their language, values, culture, high education and work experience to the new country and society (Guo, 2009). “Although Canada has been extolled as an open and tolerant society, it has been criticized for failing to accept differences as valid and valuable expressions of the human experience” (Guo, 2009:38).

3.1 Different Immigration Streams

The Canadian immigration system is classified into three broad categories: economic class immigrants, family class immigrants and refugees. Economic class immigrants include skilled workers, business immigrants, provincial nominees, live-in caregivers and their spouses; Family class immigrants include spouses, children, partners, parents and grandparents of already Canadian citizens; Refugee class include persons who need protection in another country: also called protected persons (Schugurensky; Slade & Luo, 2005). These classes and categories show the economic, social and humanitarian goals of the Canadian immigration policy. Economic independent immigrants are assessed on point system, which assesses the applicants’ eligibility to become an immigrant based on his/her age, education, work experience, language and adaptability (George & Fuller-Thomson, 1997). Previously refugee class and family
reunification class were more important components of immigration policy in Canada but recently economic class has taken the front line (King, 2009). During the last few decades, due to policy shifts, the economic independent class has taken the larger proportion of overall immigration (George & Fuller-Tomson, 1997). In 2010, economic immigrants were 67 percent of all immigrant admittances in Canada (Plante, 2011).

3.2 Disjuncture between Point System and Labour Market

The research literature shows that historically immigration policy in Canada has used selection criteria that emphasize educational credentials and occupational skills for attracting economic immigrants. Moreover, a growing elderly population and demographic evidence for a declining birthrate support an expansionist immigration policy. The attractive point-base system of immigration in Canada admits thousands of immigrants every year to promote Canada’s economic and population growth (Anisef, Sweet, & Frempong, 2003). However, research shows that Canada’s immigration policies and labour market policies don’t match, and this mismatch leads immigrants to do work with low wages or become unemployed. The underutilized potential of skilled immigrants in the labour market has been a subject of substantial concern. Immigrants are becoming more vulnerable economically compared to native-born citizens, despite their high level of education, skills and previous work experience (Walker, 2006; Reitz, 2001).

Economic class immigrants are people selected for their skills and ability to contribute to Canada’s economy, including skilled workers, business immigrants, provincial and territorial nominees, and live-in caregivers (Citizenship and Immigration
Canada's economic class immigration is based on point system in which education has 25 points, ability in English and/ or French speaking has 24 points, work experience has 21 points, and age, arranged employment in Canada and adaptability has 10 points each. Out of total 100 points, applicant has to get 67 points to obtain immigration. The categories including education, work experience and language proficiency have the highest points. Most of the skilled immigrants are highly qualified, have good working experience and also must pass the IELTS English language test to obtain immigration. The Canadian government gives immigration on these bases but then the labor market rejects them on same basis by demanding Canadian education and Canadian work experience rather than considering their previous high education and work experience (Grubel, 2013).

3.3 Barriers Faced by Immigrants

3.3.1 Inadequate Labour Market Policies and Settlement Services

The low incomes and employment discrimination in the labor market has existed with highly skilled immigrants’ since Canada opened immigration. Canada has introduced many new policies as alternatives to existing policies regarding immigration, citizenship, and temporary entry to Canada between 2008 and July 1, 2012. The recent emphasis of the Canadian government on short-term labour market needs, a less welcoming environment for immigrants, inadequate settlement services and lack of evidence based immigration policies will not only negatively affect immigrants but also the future of Canada. A literature review on Canadian public policies and practice that
directly work towards skilled immigrants’ labour market integration shows that despite all the significant efforts, numerous service gaps still exist and need to be improved (Grubel. 2013; Walker, 2006; Alboim, Cohl, 2012). Inadequate labour market policies, inadequate integration services, and racial discrimination, in addition to immigration policies, all play an important role in the failure of immigrants’ to integrate into the labour market.

3.3.2 Suspect Credentials

Proof of inadequate labour market policies is the non-recognition of immigrants’ prior education and work experience, which is the most outstanding social policy issue today. The knowledge of immigrants including their education and work experience is often treated with suspicion and as inferior after arriving in Canada. Immigrants face deskilling or decredentializing of their previous education credentials and work experience (Guo, 2009; Shields, Rahi, Scholtz, 2006; Reitz, 2001).

3.3.3 Discrimination Faced by Immigrants in the labour market

Oreopoulos, (2009) has described an investigation into why Canadian immigrants struggle in finding jobs. In this research, thousands of resumes were sent through online job postings across multiple job occupations in Toronto. Results showed that English-named applicants with Canadian education and experience had interview request rates more than three times higher when compared to applicants with Chinese, Indian, and Pakistani names with the same foreign education and experience. No difference was found with respect to British applicants. Foreign education was less valued by employers.
in comparison with education obtained in Canadian institutions. Callback rates for interviews rose 11 percent when resumes were resent with the addition of Canadian experience. Interview request rates for English-sounding names were 40 percent higher than for Chinese, Indian, and Pakistani applicant’s names. Overall, the result indicated that employers discriminate against applicants in regard to their foreign names, foreign credentials and foreign experience (Oreopoulos, 2009).

Most literature on ethnic and racial inequality in the Canadian labour market has used a human capital approach to define differences in employment outcomes of ethnic and racial groups (Maximova, K., & Krahn, H. 2005). Research literature describes the employment opportunities and the experience of discrimination for skilled immigrants and their struggle in Canadian labor market due to race, ethnicity and immigration status. Racial discrimination in the labour market is in two main forms: employment discrimination (when generalized assumptions about the worth of racialized employees are made by employers) and treatment discrimination (when a racialized group member is not hired, promoted or paid equally regardless of their high skills and experience) (Sheilds, Rahi, Scholtz, 2006; Teelucksingh, & Galabuzi, 2005).

Anisef, Sweet, & Frempong, (2003), state that graduate immigrants’ face inequality in the job market. Earlier research has suggested that whatever adjustment mechanisms have been introduced have proven inadequate or ineffective for the entry of graduate immigrants into the work force. The findings revealed that higher education and work experience did not make any difference in the gaps in earnings of immigrants and
non-immigrants with similar university education and work experience (Anisef, Sweet, & Frempong, 2003). Working for low wages after spending many years acquiring specialized professional degrees and work experience has been shown to cause mental and emotional stress and this situation not only creates a personal loss but is also an economic waste for the country, with serious implications for the long term integration of highly skilled immigrants in Canadian society (George, Chaze, Fuller Thomson, & Brennenstuhl, 2012).

3.3.4 Other Barriers

Studies define different barriers faced by new immigrants in the Canadian labour market (e.g. language barriers, inadequate support services, lack of Canadian job experience or Canadian job references, lack of connections in the job market, foreign experience and credentials being heavily discounted or not accepted), and give us a deeper understanding of the social exclusion experienced by immigrants (Dietz, Esses, Joshi, bennett-abuayyash, 2009; Agocs, Jain, 2001).

3.3.5 One Way Training Programs

Job training programs provide training to immigrants about professional clothing and appropriate interpersonal communication and relationships. The programs mainly emphasize preparing immigrants to fit into the Canadian cultural organizations (Sovran, 2011) rather than encouraging employers to change their shallow Canadian cultural attitudes towards immigrants. In this manner stereotyping about immigrants is also present in the labour market, as employers think that immigrants are less capable in
education and in experience in comparison to Canadian-born people. Discourse such as “fitting in” is problematic and promotes a one-way process of integration, forcing immigrants to adapt to Canadian workplace expectations, but not discussing the employment discrimination that immigrants’ face in the Canadian labour market. Such discourses also imply that there is an idealized universal culture for workplaces in Canada which has no place for multiculturalism (Guo, 2013). In Canadian organizations people expect immigrants to be, think, and act like native-born Canadians rather than considering their cultural backgrounds (Guo, 2009).

Guo (2013) states that job-preparation workshop facilitators encourage the linguistically and culturally diverse immigrants to adopt Anglo norms, by telling them that they are not in their cultural community and they should think and act like a Canadian for successful integration into society. By this kind of training, the facilitator is attempting to colonize the minds and practice of immigrants. Such mentality supports the dominance of white, Eurocentric behaviors and norms. Despite its official multicultural policies, Canada is still dominated by British and French cultural norms (Satzewich, & Liodakis, 2007).

3.4 Impact of Barriers on Immigrants

3.4.1 Social Isolation

The vulnerable condition of immigrants who are underemployed leads them towards restricted social life in communities and society. Most immigrants become so busy making money and working, often doing multiple shifts both day and night to earn
enough money to pay their rent, insurance, and other bills, that they don’t get enough
time for their social life. They are less involved in community activities, and that causes
them to lag behind culturally and socially in adjusting into their new communities
(Aycan, & Berry, 1996). Individuals who are accepted as immigrants on the basis of their
high education, qualifications, experience and skills may also be more vulnerable to
losing their feelings of self-worth and self respect when facing difficulties in finding
employment (Aycan, & Berry, 1996). Alienation from the society is another outcome of
difficulties experienced by immigrants in employment life in Canada. Alienation occurs
when there is a deviation between the desired state that the society values (e.g., having a
decent job), and the current state (e.g., unemployment or underemployment) which fails
to meet or adapt to societal expectations and norms (Aycan, & Berry, 1996).

3.4.2 Lack of Citizenship Rights

Strong communities build on the bases of people’s common identity, autonomy,
participation, mutuality and successful integration. Successful integration is based on
fulfillment of civil, political, economic and social rights of immigrants in community
(George, Lee, Moffatt, McGrath, 2004). A question arises about the capacity of the
institutions of the multicultural state to ensure participation and inclusion of all members
of the economic, political and social community (e.g., immigrants) (George, Lee,
Moffatt, McGrath, 2004). A weakening of Canada’s commitment to vulnerable members
of the community has increased the polarization of society, especially along economic
lines. This economic marginalization resonates with the social marginalization of skilled
immigrants along the lines of difference in race, gender, immigrant status, ability and sexual diversity. The economic vulnerability of immigrants leads them towards civil rights marginalization (e.g., right to own property, right to justice). Financially weak immigrants are not in a position to own property because they don’t possess enough money to invest in such projects (George, Lee, Moffatt, McGrath, 2004).

3.4.3 Mobility

Previous literature shows that highly qualified immigrants who are not working in their own field in Canada are more likely to be dissatisfied with their life and not have plans to settle permanently in Canada, when compared with immigrants who have a job in their own field. Despite all the changes in Canadian immigration policies (especially in the point system) and labour market policies, evidence shows that in the global market, skilled immigrant workers are becoming more internationally mobile. Almost 6 out of 10 skilled immigrants leave within the first 10 years after their arrival (Aydemir, & Robinson, 2008; Beach, Worswick, Green, 2011).

Newly naturalized citizens see further emigration as a decision which increases their economic growth because they see Canadian immigration policies as less focused on immigrant’s integration in the labour market. Research indicates that Canada has experienced a unique problem related to immigrants because 10% of immigrants leave after getting their citizenship due to the fact that they find other places more economically strong for them rather than Canada (DeVoretz, D. J. 2009).
Previous research has indicated that Canada has inadequate immigration policies and labour market policies. Studies have also indicated that racial discrimination is present in the labour market (employment discrimination and treatment discrimination) and also different barriers are faced by immigrants (language, credentials not being accepted, lack of Canadian job experience, etc.). Research studies have also shown that immigration policies do not match with the Canadian labour market policies (point system vs labour market policies) and that due to these differences, immigrants are often working for low wages or unemployed. This unemployment or underemployment has been shown to lead immigrants to migrate to other countries or return back to their native countries where they can find better jobs related to their educational qualifications.

Previous research has provided a good base for my research topic and research study questions. However, my work is built on these studies in this way (1) how unemployment or underemployment leads immigrants to decide to obtain new degrees from Canadian universities in order to find a good job related to their qualifications and (2) why, even after graduating from Canadian universities immigrants are struggling in the labour market and (3) their future plans to go back to their native countries or to other countries where they will find better jobs related to their qualifications. This research study will explore two main ideas: first, why immigrants graduate from Canadian universities when they have already graduated from institutions in their native countries, and second, why they struggle in the Canadian labour market even after graduating from Canadian institutions and have thoughts of returning to their native countries or migrating to other countries.
Chapter 4

Methodology

This research study aims to understand the significance and labour market experiences of immigrants who graduate from Canadian universities. As a methodological or analysis tool I will follow the Thompson PCS (personal-cultural-structural) model in order to define or explore the experiences of immigrants related to their integration in the labour market. PCS is a diagnostic tool which helps to uncover the issues that the theories and reviewed literature of my thesis indicate are behind immigrants’ experience. To understand discrimination, one of the most influential models in social work is the PCS model. The PCS as tool for analysis provides a useful means of understanding the interactions relevant to how individuals and their situations fit into a larger system. The three key levels in the PCS model are mutually interactive and closely linked as a context for one another (Parrish, 2010).

Thompson’s (2006) personal or psychological level provides a base for exploring and understanding individuals’ thoughts, feelings, actions, and attitudes. The cultural level provides a base for understanding shared ways of seeing and thinking, including shared values, comic humor and conformity to social norms. The personal level is emerged or embedded in the cultural level which describes how individuals think and feel about themselves and others around them. “This is the level where stereotypes are created, where “taken for’granted assumptions or ’unwritten rules” are processed” (P.27).
Then both the cultural and personal levels are embedded in the social or structural level. The structural level provides a base for understanding structural and institutional networks of social division within society. “This is where systemic discrimination is created and ‘institutionalized’ through social policy” (p.28).

The PCS model is used to explore the individual, cultural and structural experiences of Canadian-educated immigrants in the labour market. PCS is a model for explaining how oppression and institutional racism within society result from personal beliefs, cultural values and norms, and structural institutions. It recognizes and describes discrimination and oppression as not just an individual problem, but also present in cultural and societal networks and structures (Thompson, 2006). By the use of PCS model we can consider the situation of a person who is an immigrant, personally; someone who has migrated may have experienced the traumatic loss of his/her previous lifestyle and be facing many difficulties in finding employment. Culturally, they may feel isolated living without familiar support or having trouble with different language, religion and food that were previously taken for granted. Socially, they may be discriminated
against and face labour market exclusion. Thus their situation is a combination of all three levels of the PCS model that address the interactive aspects of coexisting elements between people and their environment (Parrish, 2010).

This explanation of PCS model goes well from personal to societal level with the CRT and Bradshaw’s ideas of institutional racism, inequalities, discrimination and structural barriers present in the society. PCS as an analytic tool will help to analyze my research questions from personal experiences to societal and institutional racism faced by immigrants.

4.1 Research Design

I conducted 6 semi-structured, face-to-face interviews with immigrants to Canada to capture the direct, in-the-moment responses of my research study participants. I wanted to understand the personal, social, psychological, and economic problems they are facing in relation to labour market integration in Canada and their future plans with regards to living in or leaving Canada. A research assistant assisted during interviews by taking notes and providing translation assistance, as English was the primary language for interviewing but is not my first language. Data were collected from April to June and each interview was approximately 30-40 minutes in length. Interviews were audio recorded and hand written notes were taken to facilitate collection of information and to make sure that important information was not missed. Interviews were, transcribed for analysis.
4.1.1 Recruitment Process

Participants were recruited through purposive sampling. The population of interest for this study was immigrants who had graduated from a Canadian university, and were struggling in the labour market to find a job in their own field. I selected the sample based on the purpose of the research study. Eligible participants had to be 24-40 years in age. I also used a snowball sampling technique. Snowball sampling is a method to expand the sample by asking one informant or participant to recommend others for interviewing (Groenewald, 2004). Through snowball sampling, I requested my friends and family members to pass on my email recruitment script along with my information/consent form to their immigrant friends and family members with whom I did not have a personal relationship (my friends and family members were not my participants, I only used them to pass on my recruitment email and information/consent letter to other immigrants).

I also requested the MSW graduate secretary to send my recruitment email and information/consent letter to MSW alumni. I also contacted job seeking agencies in person to inform them about the study and requested them to forward my recruitment email script to their immigrant clients. The emails highlighted the purpose of the study, criteria for participants; the approximate length of the interview. A letter of information and consent form gave more details about the study and the researcher, as well as more information about their right to withdraw from study and about their confidentiality, and what would take place during the interview. Candidates contacted me through email and
through calls or messages. In initial conversations, candidates were informed about the purpose of the research study and assured of the confidentiality of information they delivered during the interview and to set the mutual time and place for the interview.

4.1.2 Interview Process

Prior to the initiation of this research project, approval was granted by the McMaster Research Ethics Board. Interviews were conducted on a one-on-one basis and begun with the reviewing of the purpose of the study by the researcher. This was followed by explaining the process of the interview; reviewing issues of confidentiality, asking for permission to record the interview, and clearly defining the voluntary character of participation in the study, making sure that each participant understood that withdrawal and choosing not to answer some questions were viable options. It was explained to each participant that their anonymity would be kept confidential by all means throughout the study’s written documents, from transcribing to the publication of the thesis. I met with each potential participant individually at a location mutually agreed upon and before the start of each interview; each participant was asked to read the Letter of Information and Consent Form. After reviewing, if they had given their consent to participate in the research study then I provided them 2 copies of Letter of Information and Consent Form to sign.

Pseudonyms were asked from the participants. During the interview, participants were asked to respond to the prepared semi structured questions and any follow up questions to clarify the depth and meaning of their answers and experiences. This semi
structured interview questions resulted in active engagement and dialogue between researcher and participant. By actively engaging in the dialogue, I was able to clearly identify the perceptions and meanings of the participants’ thoughts and experiences, and distinguish them from my own thoughts and perceptions.

4.1.3 Data Collection

Data was collected from participants by asking semi structured interview questions. Field notes was taken to capture everything what the researcher have seen, heard, experienced and thought in the process of collecting data about the participant’s experiences and thoughts. Audio recording of the interview was also taken place with the permission of the participant to capture the participant’s thoughts. Each interview was assigned a code (e.g. Participant-A, 4 May, 2014) (Groenewald, 2004).

4.1.4 Data Analysis

After the interviews, voice recordings of the participants were transcribed. Then coding of the interviews was done. A reflective record, i.e., diary, was kept to note down key information, ad-hoc notes and categories identified for each important/appropriate stage of the process. This exercise was also be very useful in creating an audit string to increase the trustworthiness and transparency of the research (Shaw, 2010). Main points of the analysis are: familiarizing/understanding of the data (at least two initial readings of the data was done with observations recorded in the diary, to become familiar with the words of the interviewee in order to develop a deep sense); identifying initial categories (descriptive summaries and initial understanding was written). In the clustering process, I
looked for the most common categories in all of the interviews as well as for individual variations and subordinated them to central concepts in order to reach a comprehensive understanding of the topic under examination. Care must be taken in clustering/combining categories because significant differences exist. By writing a composite summary, everyday expressions of the participant were transformed into the appropriate expressions of scientific discourse, supporting the research and according to analysis tool, organized the identified categories under the themes of personal, cultural and structural (Groenewald, 2004).

4.2 Ethical Considerations

It is important to briefly discuss the ethical considerations of the research study. The first issue was the confidentiality of the participants. By all means the identity of the participants was kept confidential and not revealed to any one except the researcher. This was clarified in the confidentiality letter provided by the researcher to participants of the study. No personal information that may reveal the identity of the participants is included in the research study or in thesis.

Also as a researcher, and as an insider of the research study population, I needed to be aware of the power imbalances between me and participants of the study. Another important side to consider was the social and cultural location of both the participant and the researcher. So it was really important to note that people may have the same immigrant status but every individual is different from the other individuals, in their experiences, backgrounds, and socio-economic status. By acknowledging this, I tried to
enhance the trustworthiness of the study which is one of the most significant goals to be achieved in writing the thesis.
Chapter: 5

Research Findings

This chapter presents a summary of the interviews and data collected from Canadian university graduate immigrants. The chapter explores the internationally trained highly skilled educated immigrant’s experience with respect to the job search in their own educational field in the Canadian labour market after graduating from a Canadian university. It particularly examines what highly qualified immigrants say about their job expectations before and after graduating from Canadian universities. It draws attention to the challenges and barriers they have faced in finding a job.

The findings are presented in this chapter from data analysis and reflect the deep, rich experiences of the research study participants. It should be noted that all the names have been changed in order to maintain the anonymity of the participants. The participants were involved in the process as they were asked to provide a fake name of their choice which was used in writing the finding section of the thesis.

In the first section, a brief demographic background and participants’ thoughts about participating in this research study is presented, followed by their responses to interview questions. The chapter then explores the participants’ thoughts, suggestions and recommendations about their struggle in finding a job, about the labour market/immigration policy mismatch, their job search expectations after graduating from
a Canadian university and the barriers they have encountered in looking for work in Canadian job market. Finally, their future settlement plans in Canada are studied.

The section starts with the brief introduction of the research study participants especially regarding their education, as it is really important to demonstrate that all of the participants had the same difficulty in finding a job related to their education qualification even with different educational backgrounds.

**Demographics of the Participants**

Participant 1: **Salim**

1) Gender: Male
2) Age: 34
3) Educational background: Master’s and PHD in chemistry
4) Native country: Bangladesh
5) How long ago did he arrive in Canada: 10 years
6) Marital status: Married
7) Children: 2

Participant 2: **Sara**

1) Gender: Female
2) Age: 26
3) Educational background: Master’s in Social work
4) Native country: Korea
5) How long ago did she arrive in Canada: 3 and a half year
6) Marital status: Single

Participant 3: Nasir
1) Gender: Male
2) Age: 41
3) Educational background: Master’s in agriculture and Master’s in engineering.
4) Native country: Palestine
5) How long ago did he arrive in Canada: 11 years
6) Marital status: Married
7) Children: 3

Participant 4: Rayan
1) Gender: Male
2) Age: 28
3) Educational background: Master’s in biological engineering
4) Native country: Jordan
5) How long ago did he arrive in Canada: 10 years
6) Marital status: Single
Participant 5: **Khan**

1) Gender: Male
2) Age: 42
3) Educational background: Master’s in environment and resource study and Master’s in environmental planning.
4) Native country: Pakistan
5) How long ago did he arrive in Canada: 10 years
6) Marital status: Married
7) Children: 3

Participant 6: **Adam**

1) Gender: Male
2) Age: 42
3) Educational background: PhD in genetic engineering and biotechnology and Master’s in safety and quality assurance.
4) Native country: Iraq
5) How long did he arrive in Canada: 8 years
6) Marital status: Single
5.1 Reasons for Participating in this Research Study

In gathering the data, all of the six research study participants described their feelings about struggling for a job in the labour market after graduating from a Canadian university. The issue that made them want to participate in this research study was their constant struggle in finding a good job related to their education in the Canadian job market. One of the participants described it as follows:

“I realized, actually, I should give the opinion, because I’m really having difficulties to get a job. So, probably that would in the future, may be you never know in part of policy makers who can change things probably that would help people like us doing who studies and having difficulties to get job in Canadian job market.”

Another participant added:

“Actually, this is not only about me. But this is actually about the immigrants. In particularly, the immigrants are highly skilled, and they are unable to get a suitable job here in Canada.”

Another participant said:

“I think as an immigrant and as a social worker, I have been really feeling these barriers and obstacles to work in my field. They are recruiting highly skilled people, but they are apparently leaving the country. So, I think it’s such a good idea, and I hope that it will be beneficial for me too, because I feel this barrier every day”.

5.2 Why Participants decided to attend Higher Education in Canadian Universities

When the participants were asked why they decided to go for higher education in Canada, all of them generally have the same understanding. Everybody has the same
feeling that they would have a quicker and better integration into labour market by taking local higher education. Everyone responded that they expected to get more opportunities after completing education. Participants also indicated that because of the non-recognition of previous credentials they decided to get an education from a Canadian university so that they can be able to find a job in the labour market. One of the participants said:

“To find a suitable job in Canada, because they are preferring the qualifications from Canada rather than my previous qualification from back home.”

Another participant mentioned:

“When I was working since 2004 until 2010, then I was struggling to find a job. So I decided to go back to school and study something that can help me find a job again.”

Another participant added:

“I wanted to live in Canada. That’s why I realized if I just don’t have a degree here, that may be very difficult for me to get a job here, and I always wanted to pursue grad school.”

Two participants decided that they wanted to get higher education from abroad and in hopes of finding better opportunities. One of them said:

“It was a difficult choice. I had the choice of either staying in Jordan and doing a medical degree or coming to Canada and getting my degree from there and hopefully having a better opportunity towards education and employment. So, I picked that decision. It wasn’t easy, but I took that decision hopping that would be better for my future.”

Another participant said:
“Basically, when I was looking to study abroad, I found that Canada is a relatively peaceful country, not much population, and a relatively multicultural society. Actually, there’s the main part: that I thought it could be easier for me to be integrated into the society.”

Another participant had an opportunity through a scholarship to study abroad. However, he was still unable to find a job. So he decided to go for a second degree to avoid wastage of time in trying to find a job.

**5.3 Experience studying in a Canadian University**

All of the participants described positive feelings about their educational experience in a Canadian university. Everyone described their experience with their professors, colleagues and supervisors as supportive. Everyone said that it was a great opportunity for them to receive education from a Canadian university. As one of the participants said:

“To getting the degree actually was a very nice experience. I was in a good environment during my Master’s and my PhD as well. And my colleagues, co-workers, everyone, and my supervisor was nice to me”.

Another participant defined:

“It was a very good and nice experience. Although we have little bit different system, but they have a very good system. If you have a good academic background, then it is easy to go through.”

Two of the participants mentioned that in beginning it was hard for them to understand some of the terms because of the different language and educational backgrounds and now studying in different education system. But they defined it as a
learning process and later on as a good experience which will help them in getting better opportunities. Here are the experiences of these two participants:

“Generally speaking, it was a good experience. It was a hard adjustment time of probably two years, because it was a little bit new for me. There was little bit of an adjustment period, but overall, it was good.”

“My experience was pretty, I would say, good. But it was also difficult just because the language that we are speaking here is quite different. I was frustrated for my first class, because I was not able to understand quite a bit. I was so frustrated. Why? I’m here, right? But it was getting better. Professors helped me a lot. Overall, it was a good experience.

5.4 Career Aspirations and First Hand Experience in Fulfilling Career Goals

All of the participants have same aspirations towards their career. Everyone wants to get a job in his/her own profession to pursue his/her professional career rather than working at low paid odd jobs. All of the participants described that after spending a long time in getting an education in their field, they just want to have good jobs in their profession. One of the participants described this goal as:

“I’m looking for a professional job that is relevant to my education. Not odd job and odd job there that is unable to give me some perspective or give me more.”

Another participant mentioned:

“I’m just trying to find something that’s related to my educational background, and I’ll just keep trying.”
None of the participants have been able to find a stable job according to their education and aspirations even after doing exhaustive job search efforts. Everyone has different firsthand experience in fulfilling their career goals but shares the same experience of being stuck in low paid jobs, odd hours and night shifts. A few participants had jobs but not related to their field and qualification. All of them said that these are not permanent jobs, they don’t pay them enough money and have no benefits. The only participant with a full-time equivalent job they was working odd hours, night shifts, or covering others hours without any security and benefits. Participants said that they don’t want to continue these jobs and are trying to find jobs related to their qualification. One of the participants said:

“I will say it was a little bit difficult. Frustrating. Well, I’m working right now. I’m working with international students as counselor. I like my experience but I wanted to change as soon as possible because this is not a real social work job and don’t pay me very well and also, my schedule is like a wacky. I started work at 4 and I finish work at 12 or sometimes 1 o’clock, because I need to be there and I rarely go to bed. I’m looking for jobs still, because my experience before coming to Canada doesn’t seem valid because I’m immigrant here.”

The same participant also said that:

“I apply for many jobs and I never heard from them, so that discouraged me too. It’s been difficult, so I was pretty struggling a lot.”

Another participant gave his opinion as:

“So far, it’s not that great. Like, I couldn’t find the job I’m looking for. I’m working as a part time in the university as a research assistant. That’s not the job I’m looking for. This is the research. That’s more for
PhD student or somebody who is looking for vacant position in the university. That might be helpful. But for me, no, that’s not. Especially, that doesn’t cover one-third of my monthly expenses. My experience living with the family with such a minimum amount of income is very harsh.”

Two participants were unemployed and described their experience as really frustrating and hard living on a low income after getting a higher education from Canadian universities. They described their experiences as:

“Well, it was really difficult basically to try and find something. The opportunities in Canada are unfortunately limited, possibly also due to the bad economy we’re in. Yeah, the other thing is I haven’t been able to cross the barrier of handing in my resume to actually getting a phone call to coming in for an interview. It’s a little bit frustrating.”

Another said:

“I have tried things, but I never get the job to do regarding my educational background.”

Another participant said that the demand of Canadian experience is the main hurdle in finding a job and there is no such opportunity for immigrants to get hands-on experience.

This participant said:

“Actually, the one thing that is the main hurdle is the experience. Initially, it is very hard to enter the job market here in Canada. In my country, I have experience and it will be easy for me to get a job. But here in Canada, I have no Canadian experience. All the time, they’re asking for the Canadian experience. There is no proper way to provide Canadian experience to new immigrants. All the time, the employer looking for person having Canadian experience.”
One of the participants were thinking to start his own business rather than struggling more for the job in the labour market. He said:

“I couldn’t found some suitable job for me, regarding my qualification. I’m trying- Nowadays, I’m thinking to start my own business rather than trying to find a job in other places. Because really, it’s hard to find a suitable job, even after getting my Master’s degree in Canada. I have to work and get money for the living expenses. That’s why I prefer to start with a business rather than wasting more time in finding a job.”

5.4.1 Current Job Experience

All of the participants were doing different jobs but not equivalent to their qualification. One of the participants was unemployed and one has started his own business rather than “wasting his time” in finding a good job related to his qualification. Participants said that they are not happy with their current jobs because they do not match their qualification and work experience. They said that these are temporary jobs not paying them much but they have a family and they have expenses so that’s why they are bound to do these jobs. One the participant described his experience as:

“I feel like it’s low-skill job. Also my status right now is on-call, so it’s not even a permanent job. I’m part-time. I cover other people, then I don’t get benefits and I don’t get paid well either. I’m working 40 hours almost every week, but then my status is part-time because I’m on-call. I don’t know how many hours I’ll get next week. That makes me feel more like I really need to look for a job. It’s frustrating sometimes, and my co-workers will be like, oh, I hope that you share your benefits, because you’re working full time.” But then you’re not full-time so it’s unfair.”

Another participant said:

“I do research with my advisor. That’s not the job I’m looking for. This is research. But this is not a surviving job. It’s just temporary. That’s
more for PhD student or somebody who is looking for a vacant position in the university. That might helpful. But for me, no, that's not. Especially, that doesn’t cover one-third of my monthly expenses.”

Another participant added:

“I’m working on part-time basis. They are paying me a good per-hour salary, but they are not giving me the full-time employment. It is either 10 hours; either 8 hours; either 12 hours per week. It is below, as you can say, my expectation and below my earning.”

One participant also said that living with low income also brings criticism by their family members and relatives from back home. This situation also took them into depression and anxiety. One of the participants described his experience as:

“People in my back home pushing me that probably you are not smart enough to do something, actually because they could see that they are doing many things that I could not, they are affording many things that I could not, but at the end they are not seeing the real picture what’s going on here.”

5.5 Experience before and after completing Master’s from Canadian University in Job Opportunities

The most important thing to be considered for this thesis is the experience of skilled immigrants in finding a job in the labour market before and after completing a Master’s from Canadian university and whether their Canadian education improved their job opportunities. The interviews with the research study participants confirmed that they didn’t find any difference before and after graduating in finding a job. According to the participants they are unable to find a job according to their qualification and still bound to
do low paid, temporary jobs or be unemployed after completing their Master’s. Here are the experiences of participants in this respect:

“I was looking for jobs after graduation. I got some jobs, but they were not of my interest and according to my qualification. Most of the time I avoid them. Meanwhile, I got some job from my home country, so I went back two or three times in most recent years. Although I tried my best to look for a job here in Canada, but unable to do so.”

“It’s the same; I don’t feel any difference in job opportunities after graduation. Because I did not get the job. The experience is like. I’m not even getting. The only thing is many people think there are not enough jobs in the market that feel they have studied, but that’s not the case. The case is they have enough jobs. If I open my email, I can show you that everyday there are three, four, six, seven, eight openings. Every single day. Openings. And I’m not getting anywhere.”

“It’s still the same, yeah and my frustration is right now after my graduation, and the fact that I can’t even get an interview. It is frustrating.”

On the other hand, two of the participants were a little hopeful in finding a job after graduation even they were not able to find the job according to their qualification yet. They define their experience as:

“It should be. It opened more. Like, I couldn’t find the job yet, but now there are more areas where I can search for a job. I used to be an agriculture engineer. Now I am a water resource engineer, so that’s opened my career more.”

“I feel more confident applying for jobs now. When I’m writing my resume, that means something. I have MSW and a lot of social work jobs require MSW, so that encourage me to apply for more jobs. But also, because my education is high. MSW is high and my expectation is high too. Because I studied hard, and it was hard work. I feel like I need to look for better jobs which pay better and better hours. Things that I really want to but it doesn’t meet my needs and reality doesn’t meet quite.”
Another important thing participants have mentioned is that they have wasted their time and money in getting more education from a Canadian university because they have already graduated with this degree back home and only got another degree because the labour market was not considering their previous education and work experience equivalent to Canadian education and work experience. As the literature review also showed, skilled immigrants are not able to find a job in the labour market because the labour market considers their education and work experience as not equivalent to Canadian one. Participants have described their experiences in this respect:

“I am here from 10 years, so I spend 8 years in post graduation degree plus two years for Master’s and six years for PhD. And in eight years, I was almost six and half years international student. And then I got immigration. And seven years, I paid three times more tuitions than probably do you know. And when I do the tax return every year, I see how much money I have spent, more than $150,000. That’s definitely a waste of time and money as well.”

“Yeah, of course. Doing a Master again is just a waste of time and money. I already have a Master degree, like I should not go through this. But most jobs ask for Canadian education and Canadian experience too.”

“If you are talking about Canada, I might get a job but it will take a little bit longer and it’s not easy. If I plan to go back to where I was raised, I don’t see any issues getting a job or getting a good salary for that.”

Another issue participants and literature review also mentioned is that the over qualification of skilled immigrants in finding a job is a problem in the labour market. Participants said that for some jobs employers reject them by saying that they are
over qualified for these jobs and they need some diploma holders or undergraduates for this post. One of the participants said:

“The thing is I started looking for job, and in first month I got an interview and I went there. They didn’t ask a single question. Not even a single question. I was driving like 200 miles almost for the interview, and when I went there the company chairman was telling me for forty minutes how good their company is and how nice things they are making in their plant. And after that, then they said, “we are not going to hire you, because we think you are over qualified.” That is the only line they said.”

Another participant mentioned:

“Sometimes the entry-level positions that they’re looking for, they’re looking for an undergraduate. If somebody who finishes their undergrad or a 3-year diploma. Master’s might be overqualified for some of the positions.”

5.6 Barriers in Finding a Job

This section is one of the most important and relevant to the purpose of the study. It confirms that the barriers skilled immigrants face in finding a job in the Canadian labour market are similar to the barriers mentioned in the literature review. According to participants, the lack of network and work experience is the main hurdle in finding a job according to their qualification. Participants also mentioned that before getting their degrees, their lack of Canadian education was also the hurdle to get into the job market as employers don’t see their education equivalent to Canadian education. One of the participants said:

“Lack of network and work experience, I would say is a barrier. Because I don’t have Canadian experience they don’t really hire you. I
guess one of the reason is they are truly comparative. If you don’t have experience, they don’t see you as a capable employee. But since I don’t know how to get experience since no one is hiring me because I don’t have experience. This is difficult. And yeah also just a lack of information.”

Another participant added:

“Right now, I can’t get into an interview, which is a problem. People sometimes crawl with connection, so for me as an immigrant, I have no connections. Not even company. So, I don’t know that might be a problem.”

Another participant mentioned:

“If you don’t have good references and if you don’t have Canadian experience that is a problem. I think the employers will not trust you to give you job, as per your qualification and experience. Most of the time, they prefer to hire fresh candidate instead of hiring a good, qualified, and experienced person based on their qualification and experience. But only, the thing is Canadian experience.”

5.7 Racial Discrimination in the labour market

Two of the participants said that language may also be a problem as their native language was different from English. Participants also said that employers sometimes discriminate based on the race and colour, while hiring an immigrant as employee. Participants describe their experiences in this respect:

“I could only imagine it’s my name and the colour. That’s my feeling is that because of colour and my name, I’m not getting the job. And to believe that the reason that is—there is a person, one of the smartest chemists I have ever seen in my life in my group and he never got the job. The places he’s been applied, he never got an interview. He has more than 20 publications in my field, and other people you can’t even compare with him—they’re not as smart compared to him are getting
those positions with zero publications because they are white and native born.”

“I can’t say definitively, because may be if you look at my name and it’s an unusual name. May be it’s from the name.”

“I have been hearing so many things and all of the important thing I hear is that Harper government is still all the people, that no immigrant should get the job unless the Canadian is not available to do the job. So, after that, I think it’s wasting time to look job in here. So basically, whatever they are doing is showing. There are certain things you don’t tell, but you can feel it. You know what I mean? Because you don’t need to tell that I’m discriminating you, but the way you are behaving and the way you are interacting, or making the way you are doing policies-that eventually will be rooted out.”

Participants also mentioned that while giving them the job employers ask them to provide job references and because of lack of network they mostly request to their professors and supervisors to give their reference to these employers, but some of the professors don’t want to give references for them because they are immigrants.

5.8 Future Plans or Mobility Plans

Plans of skilled immigrants to move back to their home countries or some other country where they can find better job opportunities is one of the main issues presented in the literature review. Four of the participants have plans to go back to their native countries or somewhere else if they are unable to find a job in their profession in few months. According to participants, they have tried for a long time but are not able to enter in the job market yet and are now planning to move to their native countries or somewhere else where they find better job opportunity. One of the participants mentioned that:
“I’m waiting for month or two, not more than that. If I will not be able to get a job, then I will move back to my home country.”

Another participant added:

“I’m going to look a couple of more months. I am looking actually either in my back home or somewhere else. So, if I don’t get a job in Canada, then eventually I will move.”

Another participant described his thoughts by saying:

“I hope it’s going to be better. I’m still working hard to find a job, and I wish that it’s going to end up with something really good. Otherwise, I can’t survive forever on this situation. And then I have to decide: either go to the U.S., go overseas somewhere else. But, I mean, I’m not single anymore, and I can’t survive by myself. I have a family and they need money for those, so I have to find a solution.”

One participant said:

“I’m hoping that I can find something, because if I can’t find something that’s in my career field then there’s no point in me to stay in Canada, right. I’m wasting my time basically.”

On the other hand one participant was still hopeful that if she keeps on her struggle to find a job, she will get it. She was also thinking to upgrade her expertise so that she can have better opportunities to find a job. She described her feelings as:

“I’m hoping to get a new job this year or next year. That’s my goal. If I don’t get a good job, then I’ll keep trying just getting more experience and better equip myself to do better at work and performance. I still believe I’m young and I just need experience. I like Canada but if I can’t get a job, then what can I do? Then I have a plan to move to another country or go back home if there are better opportunities for me.”
The last participant doesn’t have plans to move to another country or back home from Canada because he was starting his own business in Canada and want to give all his attention and time to his new business rather than moving somewhere else and starting his carrier from scratch.

5.9 Exploring Opportunities other than Professional Jobs

All of the participants have the same opinion about exploring opportunities to build their carrier other than their chosen profession except one participant who already given up his efforts to find a job and is trying to start his own business. He described it as:

“Nowadays, I’m thinking to start my own business rather than trying to find a job in other places. I don’t want to waste my time anymore.”

All the other participants were not interested in doing other kind of jobs or to avail themselves of other opportunities after spending many years in getting their field education. As one participant expressed his feelings as:

“I spend so much time and money in building my career and getting an education. I got two master degrees from Canada, so it will be hard to switch my career. I’m not interested in switching my career, so if I will look job in my own career and my background. Otherwise, I will move.”

Only one of the participants said:

“If the right opportunity presents itself, I don’t see why not, but you invest so much time and money into something that you would like to do as a career. And in the end, it’s really a difficult choice to go away from all that and start something new all over again.”
5.10 Settlement Services

5.10.1 How Settlement Services are working for Graduate Immigrants?

As already mentioned in the literature review, settlement services are not working well for skilled immigrants. All of the participants have similar views about settlement services that they are not working well for highly skilled immigrants. The participants mentioned that settlement services are working for those people who don’t have any idea about how to write a cover letter or resume or who don’t have internet access. Research study participants mentioned that they have these skills, and they need guidance about where the problem is in finding professional jobs and they need someone to fix the problem rather than teach them all these things which they know already very well.

Participants described their experiences as:

“I think these settlement services are only for the people who are not qualified and not educated. It’s not for the people who are graduated from the university, because I’ve been there so many times and only seen the people who could not speak or who don’t have competent literacy. Because they mostly help people who don’t know how to write English cover letter/resume, to send resume, send out email, or how to find a job. But I know better than them, especially in my field on how to look for the job. So, I think for university graduates, they seem useless, to me.”

Another participant added:

“It wasn’t really what I was looking for. I really wanted somebody to look into my resume, look at a job position and then see if it was a good fit, or have even some mock interviews, if you will.”

Another participant mentioned:
“I will say no these services are not adequate to deal with skilled immigrants, because they will give you some help. They help you in writing a good CV. They will help you and providing you addresses, but they will not provide you hands on training or opportunities to get Canadian experience which we need.”

One of the participant stated that settlement services just want to make money from immigrants rather than really help them to get a job in their field. He shared his experience as:

“They don’t care about what best fitting you, or not. Sometimes, they send me jobs that, basically, I’m not going to be doing it. Like, I have a programming background and they ask me to go and work on a factory line that produces computers. So, those, I would say are not professional and great. All they care about is they want to make money out of you, that’s it.”

5.10.2 What should be Included in Settlement Services?

When participants were asked about what kind of settlement services should be provided to highly skilled immigrants, they all have the different views according to their qualification and current situation. They added their comments as:

“At least they provide a job-shadowing program. Like, okay, I graduated in the biopharmaceutical field. If they have a program where I can follow somebody who’s been working there for 10 or 15 years and enjoying working in that industry for that long and has all this experience, at least now I know what to expect to better prepare myself for a future job or future interview.”

“They must have some institutions or some training center where they provide hands-on, something that is equivalent to Canadian experience. I have two degrees-two Canadian degrees- but still, they ask for Canadian experience. Another thing is that they should establish a mechanism to utilize tuition credit. If a person is unable to
get a job, at least they may be able to use their tuition credit to their debt.”

Another participant said:

“They have a settlement services and employment services, but will probably need more than that, especially for people who have higher education. Our expectations are high. We may not live past that. I want to stay here. It’d be nice if they would help us out.”

Participants’ views indicate that there is a need for better and more focused settlement services which provide them Canadian experience, good reference to jobs related to their qualification. Participants’ said that after getting high education from Canada their “expectations are high” and now they want specific settlement services according to their needs.

5.11 Immigration Policies and Labour Market Policies Mismatch

This section is one of the most important in the findings section. Here I present one of the main causes of the unemployment or working in low skilled jobs for highly skilled immigrants. In the literature review it is mentioned clearly that immigration policies and labour market policies have a mismatch and for this reason highly skilled immigrants are unable to find work related to their qualification in Canadian labour market. Participants also possess the same views about this mismatch by saying that immigration policies are working well for the Canadians but not for the immigrants. Canada admits immigrants based on their high qualification and experience and then they
forget about them. They need to integrate successfully in the society by getting good jobs according to their education and experience. One of the participants added:

“I think they need to work hardly to match with each other. Not just in offering sessions. They have to do something more.”

The interviews also revealed that after getting such a high education from Canadian institutes living with limited amount of income or unemployed and having a family is really tough and frustrating. Participants described their feelings as:

“My parents are doctors and applied through the skilled worker class. You’re asking people to uproot themselves from where they’ve lived for so long and come here and start a new life, but there’s no mechanism or some streamline for them to start here. You’re going to have a family, you’re going to have expenses, you need money, and you need a good job. I can’t expect after all the high education to work at a restaurant or drive a taxi. Basically, if you’re saying you need them and you give them immigration based on that, and they come here and can’t practice medicine because you want to start them from scratch, it doesn’t make any sense.”

Another participant said:

“There is no common thing between immigration policies and labour market policies. It’s like, you come here and deal with finding a job. When I am graduate, I was working back home and my job was okay, but I wasn’t informed about the future. And unfortunately, I had to step down. Like, I worked in a warehouse when I came, and then I grew up with a company to reach a managerial position. But when I got laid off, all the positions I’m applying for, nobody wanted a manager. They wanted me to step down again, and start again and I can’t do that. The government wants immigrants and people come here, it sounds unfair for them to come and leave their jobs in their countries, and come here and find nothing. Just sitting at home with no future. It is really stressful living with the family like this.”

Another participant mentioned:
“The policy is good for Canada, but in reality, they don’t give much credit to immigrants. And it’s difficult for people who have high skills to live here to get a job here. They start to complain about it and they got bitter, so if you used to have good life back home and now you don’t have it. Even if policy says, “come, you have high skills and you will get a good job”. If you don’t get it, then you are frustrated for sure and got bitter. I think they need to balance it out. If they are hiring good people, like qualified people, you should find a way to adapt them into the system or society.”

The findings present that immigration policies and labour market policies have a mismatch that push skilled immigrants to get more education from Canadian universities because of non-recognition of their previous credentials and work experience in the labour market. It has shown that skilled immigrants have a good experience of getting education from Canadian universities. Study findings also revealed the systemic and structural barriers are present in the labour market that prevent skilled immigrants to find a suitable job related to their qualification. Findings have shown also that settlement services are not working well for highly skilled immigrants and need to be improved. In the next chapter I will present a deep analysis and will draw themes from these findings.
Chapter 6

Analysis and Discussion

The purpose of this study was to explore (a) the experiences of highly skilled immigrants who pursue higher education in Canadian universities, in terms of finding a suitable job related to their field and (b) the stated future plans regarding staying in Canada. Analysis and discussion will use Thompson’s PCS (personal-cultural-structural) model to explore the experience of attempting to integrate into the Canadian labour market and society. The personal level provides a base to explore the individual experiences, thoughts, actions, feelings and attitudes; the cultural level provides a base to understand shared ways of seeing and thinking, including shared values and social norms; the structural level provides a base to understand structural and institutional networks of social division within society (Thompson, 2006). In the first section I present the personal experiences, hopes and discouragement of highly skilled immigrants regarding finding a job in the Canadian labour market and their expectations about finding a job before and after completing graduate education in Canada. In the second section I use the cultural part of the PCS model to discuss these immigrants’ experiences and expectations regarding studying in a Canadian university and being accepted in Canadian society. Finally, in the last section I present the structural piece of the PCS model by discussing the structural barriers and institutional racism that exists in Canadian society and prevents highly skilled immigrants from finding a good job related to their qualifications.
6.1 Experiences of Highly Skilled Immigrants at the Personal Level

Immigrants are an essential part of Canada’s economic and population growth. Therefore, they should have the same rights and obligations as Canadian born citizens. Canada’s point-based system awards immigration on the basis of immigrants’ high skill levels, education and work experience (Grubel, 2013), which gives immigrants a misconception that after arriving in Canada getting a job in the Canadian labour market will not be a problem for them. However, the reality is very different after their arrival. Highly skilled immigrants are facing unemployment or doing low-paying jobs even after spending a lot of money and time to get higher education from Canadian universities. It builds a feeling of high discouragement and betrayal in immigrants that they are unable to obtain good jobs even possessing high qualification and work experience (Aycan, & Berry, 1996).

The results of the current study show that participants were deceived by their new country during the immigration process. Participants mentioned that they felt misled by the immigration policy criteria of accepting immigrants on the basis of their high qualifications and experience. This criterion gave participants the misconception that they were being selected for their high qualifications and that they would therefore find a good job easily, but reality was different from their expectations. Participants said that they were not informed when applying for immigration that after arriving in Canada they would have to start their lives from scratch. Because of this, they became unemployed and/or worked at low wages after their arrival.
This study’s findings indicate that these skilled immigrants have pursued more education from Canada and those who have sought admission after their undergrad also had the knowledge that if they did not have education from Canada, it would not be easy for them to find a job in the Canadian labour market. It seems that, for these skilled immigrants, there were push and pull factors involved in pursuing more education. The research findings indicate that participants were unable to find work related to their previous education and work experience and that living with family pushed them to get more education from Canadian universities. Study findings showed that participants had hope (the pull) that getting more education might make a difference in job opportunities and they might find a good job related to their qualifications, but at the end the situation was the same or even got worse. Some participants became bitter because of the disappointment and frustration of doing low paid, odd jobs to meet the needs of themselves and of their family, despite possessing high qualifications. Participants said that they were overqualified for the jobs they were doing and they were also being rejected or refused by some employers for good jobs because of being overqualified.

This study also shows that Canada was unable to fulfill its promise to give a better life to immigrants in this country. Participants indicated that they not only wasted their valuable time getting more education but also spent a lot of money in this process. They were already graduated from their home countries and only pursued more education to find a suitable job in Canada. Findings show that even after spending a lot of money and time on getting more education these skilled immigrants were unable to find a job related to their field. Participants revealed that when they arrived in Canada they hoped for a
better future and a better job than they could get in their home countries. It was really disappointing for them, as they were doing good jobs in their native countries and living good lives, but after arriving in Canada they were unable to find a good job according to their skills, education and work experience, even after graduating from Canadian universities. Now they were bound to do low paid, odd hour jobs without any kind of benefits. Findings indicate that because of the pressure of taking care of family and to fulfill their living expenses these highly skilled immigrants were doing temporary, low paid, odd hours jobs which don’t even cover their monthly expenses because after applying for many jobs they were not getting anywhere in the labour market. Participants indicated that living on a low income with family is really disappointing and frustrating for them after spending so much money and time on getting more education. At the end situation was the same for them.

The other thing immigrants face in this scenario is an isolated life caused by doing part time jobs to earn enough money to meet their family needs (Aycan, & Berry, 1996). Study findings show that participants were doing part time, temporary, low paid, odd hours jobs to meet the needs of themselves and of their families. One of the participants described that because of doing a part time, night shift job she hardly went to bed at night and wanted to change her job but was not able to find a suitable job related to her qualifications. Findings reveal that doing these part time jobs with random hours puts these immigrants into social isolation. This study reveals that skilled immigrants’ feelings of isolation and frustration about not getting a suitable job leads to other kind of psychological and physical illnesses (George, Chaze, Fuller Thomson, & Brennenstuhl,
2012). In the case of these skilled immigrants, firstly participants’ were having stress and strain due to unemployment and then doing part time jobs to run their family expenses. This stress and strain created psychological problems. One of the participants mentioned seeking counseling services due to the stress and frustration she was bearing because of being unemployed.

Findings show that these skilled immigrants are also facing criticism from their peers, friends and family members from back home because of “doing nothing good” while staying in Canada. Participants informed this researcher that people from their own countries criticize them and comment that they are not capable of doing anything and that they are not intelligent enough to find a good job in Canada. These commentators cannot see the real picture behind all this and why the skilled immigrants are not able to find a job in Canada.

Because of this situation, skilled immigrants are now moving back to their own countries and to other places where they find better job opportunities (Beach, Worswick, Green, 2011; DeVoretz, D. J. 2009). Study findings indicate that highly skilled immigrants arrived in Canada because of the dream of getting good job opportunities, but after arriving the situation was that they were not getting a job anywhere. Participants also described that they don’t feel any issues in getting a good job related to their qualification in their home countries and in some other countries with the high qualification they possess in contrast with Canada. One of the participants described that “government want immigrants and when they arrive they find nothing, just sitting at
home with no future, it sounds unfair for them to leave their jobs in their countries and come here and find nothing.” Participants in this study also revealed that because of the uncertainty of life in Canada, even after getting more education from Canada, they have plans to leave Canada as soon as they find better job opportunities in some other country or back home. When a person is well educated and spends a lot of time in their field getting more education, their expectations become high for finding a job. They always feel that because they are highly educated it will not be an issue to find a job in their field, but when the situation becomes different from their expectations, then that person has to find some other way to survive.

Another important thing to consider is the awareness of these skilled immigrants about their rights as a member of a society and how they have demonstrated this in their responses. The participation of these skilled immigrants revealed that they wanted to raise their voice for this important issue of being unemployed or underemployed in the Canadian labour market. Findings shows that these skilled immigrants wanted to share their struggling experiences regarding labour market integration through this research with the hope that policy makers will think about the highly skilled immigrants’ successful integration in the society. Participants mentioned in their responses that they were mislead by the immigration policies that if Canadian government don’t take their responsibility of integration in the labour market then government should not recruit immigrants on the basis of their high qualification.
Participants also mentioned about the discrimination present in the labour market while hiring immigrants and due the uncertainty present in the labour market these immigrants were planning to go to other places where they find better job opportunities. Findings also revealed that these skilled immigrants didn’t find settlement services working well for them and mentioned that these services don’t care the need of highly skilled immigrants and work according to their own criteria. Participants also mentioned in their comments that immigration policies are working good for Canada but not for immigrants and if people were needed in the Canada on the base of their high qualification then if they were not able to practically use this qualification for their better future in Canadian labour market then it does not make any sense to call thousands of skilled immigrants very year. The participants’ responses in this manner show their sense of being aware about their rights and they know they should raise their voice for their rights fulfillment as a useful member of the Canadian society.

6.2 Experiences of Highly Skilled Immigrants at Cultural Level

When we talk about the culture of a country, it doesn’t mean only its norms, values and traditions. The meaning related to the culture of a country has more to it than that. Culture also includes how people of the country think, and behave with other people, how they show their norms and values to others. In this sense, if we talk about skilled immigrants arriving in a new country, that country must accept them as part of the country rather than giving them a feeling of being a foreigner in the country or not a part
of the country. The same thing needs to be adopted by the immigrants: they must accept that now they are in a new country and need to respect its culture, norms and laws.

This study shows that skilled immigrants had a good experience doing their Master’s degrees in Canadian universities. Participants said they were in a very good environment during their Master’s. They said that they never felt like they were being discriminated against or oppressed by anyone. Their professors, supervisors, class mates, everyone was really nice and supportive to them. This data shows that it is possible for native-born Canadians to treat immigrants equally and accept them as a part of their country, culture and society.

However, on the other hand when we look at skilled immigrants’ experience of integration into the labour market or the larger society they had the experience of being discriminated against or not being accepted by native-born white people (Guo, 2013). Participants said that the reason behind not getting jobs anywhere according to their qualifications was their name or skin colour or their immigrants status. One of the participants said that native-born people see immigrants as foreigners in Canada and think that skilled immigrants are here to get their jobs. This participant felt that native-born Canadians don’t accept immigrants as a part of their culture, society, and country, and that’s why they behave in this manner. The participant also said that native-born white people need to have an awareness that immigrants are now here in Canada and they are here for Canada’s good, so they should accept them or help them to adopt a new country without any discrimination. Skilled immigrants’ integration into the labour
market as well as into Canadian society is not only important for them but also for Canada’s economic and population growth.

Educational and job-giving institutions have created a contrast in the treatment of the skilled immigrants in this study. It raises the question of why Canadian culture and society accept or welcome skilled immigrants as students but not as workers in the labour market. Findings reveal that participants have spent a lot of money getting education from Canadian universities and some of them have paid international tuition fees (which is almost double than regular student fees) because of their non-immigrant status at the time of getting their education. It’s a genuine reason that if skilled immigrants are contributing in the economy of Canada in the form of their tuition fees then of course they will be treated well. On the other side there are lots of international students who are studying in Canadian universities, and if they do not receive good treatment then they will inform other people back home, and then international students will avoid seeking admission to Canadian institutes.

When we come to the point of skilled immigrants being treated in the labour market, then the situation is altogether the opposite. In the job market, the employer has to pay money to employees rather than taking money as tuition fees in an educational institute. Secondly, the job market is very tight, and employers give jobs to white native-born people as compared to immigrants irrespective of their higher skilled abilities.
6.3 Experiences of Highly Skilled Immigrants at Structural Level

In this section the broader picture of institutional racism and structural barriers experienced by skilled immigrants is presented. The painful reality demonstrated by the six skilled immigrant participants in this study is that there are major problems existing in the Canadian labour market with the existing accreditations, recognition of previous work experience, and institutional racism or discrimination on the basis of colour, name and language. Generally when we talk about discrimination there is some reason behind that discrimination e.g., race, colour, gender etc. In the case of skilled immigrants, employers discriminate on two different bases: first, employers discriminate against immigrants while hiring them because of racism and/or because they are immigrants; secondly, employers discriminate against them on the basis of their foreign education and work experience (Teelucksingh, & Galabuzi, 2005). The question arises as to why employers discriminate against immigrants and how are they allowed to discriminate. There is no legal right to discriminate, in fact, it would be against the charter and other human rights to discriminate during hiring process, because if immigrants are being accepted by Canada to be a part of their society then the labour market should accept them the same as their white counterparts.

When writing from critical race theory perspective, the participants’ responses have to be analyzed not only as discourses to be interpreted but as discourses that need to be explained in terms of how racism is embedded in Canadian institutions. This is true for this research study participants that employers discriminate or give priority to native-born
white people over immigrants when hiring for jobs. It is clear from participants’ responses that they are being discriminated against on the basis of their name, colour and language. One of the participants revealed that employers hire native-born white people with zero publications and don’t hire immigrants with more than 20 publications in their field. This type of story supports the idea that in spite of having equal or better education and experience than white native born applicants, the participants of this study are not being hired (Anisef, Sweet, & Frempong, 2003; Oreopoulos, 2009).

During my research study, another point supporting immigrants facing racism is that some immigrants told me that some of their white university professors refused to act as a reference for immigrant students in the job application process. This refusal existed even when the applicant had a job offer and needed two references but because of not having any reference they lost their job opportunity. In any case, the point is that immigrants face this discrimination in different forms on a daily basis regarding their job opportunities. It shows that native born white people use their power and authority to take decisions which shows their racism towards immigrants.

Study findings also reveal that professional skilled immigrants’ opportunities in finding a job related to their field are further compromised due to structural barriers existing in the Canadian labour market: lack of social networking resources, non-recognition of foreign credentials and previous work experience (Sheilds, Rahi, Scholtz, 2006; Reitz, 2001). As noted by the participants, Canadian education was the first thing employers’ demand for the Canadian job market before Canadian experience. According
to the research study findings, to overcome this barrier skilled immigrants get more education from Canadian universities, but even after getting education they are unable to find jobs related to their field due to the lack of Canadian experience, lack of social networks and racial discrimination. Once the education barrier is overcome, other barriers become more visible to these skilled immigrants in finding a job. One after another hurdle comes in the path of these skilled immigrants which they have to jump over in any way by themselves.

Another barrier experienced by skilled immigrants is their lack of social networks. Skilled immigrants’ job opportunities are further compromised due to lack of social networking in Canada (Dietz, Esses, Joshi, Bennet-abuayyash, 2009). Recent evidence indicates that about 80% of all jobs are gained through informal networks (Reitz, 2007). Participants mentioned in their responses that as immigrants they don’t have many opportunities for social networking and due to this lack of networks they are unable to enter into the job market. In turn, existing barriers force skilled immigrants into low-paying odd jobs which are not highly desired by Canadian native-born people because they don’t require Canadian education and work experience. Study findings reveal that due to all these barriers skilled immigrants don’t get into job interviews. Participants said that they have sent hundreds of resumes but not heard from any employer yet.

This situation pushed these skilled immigrants into different job fairs and to use settlement services for immigrants. Most of these job fairs and training programs are for skilled immigrants to teach them how they can adopt the culture of the Canadian job
market (Sovran, 2011) rather than to teach employers to change their Canadian attitude towards immigrants and adopt them as a part of their country. These one way programs are creating more misconceptions in the mind of Canadian-born white people that only skilled immigrants need to adopt Canadian culture and need to change or upgrade their degrees and work experience. Without changing this stereotyped thinking and attitude of employers towards immigrants, nothing will be changed for skilled immigrants in Canadian society.

Regarding settlement services, research study findings and previous literature reveal that settlement services are not working well for highly skilled immigrants (Alboim, Cohl, 2012). According to the findings these settlement services are providing very limited services to immigrants e.g., helping them in writing a cover letter and resume and helping those people who don’t have internet access. Skilled immigrants are people who have a high education and work experience in their field; they already know very well how to write a resume and cover letter. Findings show that these settlement services are for those people who are uneducated and provide job links to people that are not related to a job-seekers field and not even related to the standard of their education and work experience. Study findings reveal that these services are almost useless for skilled immigrants because they need more than what these settlement services are providing to immigrants. The settlement services that work for skilled immigrants are teaching centers rather than settlement agencies. Skilled immigrants need to have programs where staff understands where the problem is, where highly skilled immigrants
can get Canadian experience or some job references connecting directly with the labour market.

There are structural limitations present in the settlement sector which is working under the same neo-liberal government that creates the mismatch between immigration policies and labour market policies by putting all burdens on skilled immigrants after their arrival in Canada to successfully integrate into the society. The settlement services are also bound by the government to provide limited services to immigrants due to limited amount of funding, so there is a need to make significant changes in policies at the government level to make them work well for skilled immigrants.

This study also confirms that there is a mismatch between immigration policies and labour market policies. Immigration policies have a point-based system to accept highly skilled immigrants on the basis of their high qualifications and work experience but the labour market rejects them on the same basis and demands Canadian education and work experience, leading highly skilled immigrants to become unemployed or to do work on low paid, casual jobs (Reitz, 2001). Participants revealed that they were accepted as skilled immigrants by the Canadian government based on their high education and previous work experience, but after arriving in Canada they were unable to find a suitable job related to their field because of non-recognition of their previous education and work experience. Participants said that these policies are working well for Canada but not for skilled immigrants because the policy says that if you have high skills you will get a job but the reality is different and you don’t get anywhere after arriving in Canada.
Listening to the participants’ situations for this study left me questioning why the Canadian immigration system admits skilled immigrants into the country on their high qualifications and professional experience, if the same qualifications are not acceptable for the labour market. Why does Canada need more immigrants on the basis of their high qualifications if they are not needed in the job market? If Canada doesn’t need highly skilled people in the labour market or if their previous experience and education is not valid in Canada then Canadian Government should not recruit immigrants on the basis of their high qualification and work experience. As participants in this study revealed, they waste valuable time and money in the process of migration to Canada and after that they spend more time and money in getting more education to find better jobs, although they were already graduates in their home countries. The study findings show it was really disappointing and frustrating for participants that even after getting more education and going through more struggles, they were unable to find a job related to their field.

In conclusion, the problem which comes in to view from this research is that despite the high qualifications and work of skilled immigrants in their field of study, they continuously experience marginalization and exclusion from the labour market. The government should know about how skilled immigrants are suffering after arriving in this country. Government officials should realize that Canada’s immigration policies and labour market policies include a significant mismatch which is creating really hard and creates tough conditions for skilled immigrants and for their families. The Canadian government must realize that when accepting immigrants they declare that these immigrants are now going to be part of Canadian society and now they have to care about
them like their native-born citizens. Immigrants’ rights and obligations should be fulfilled in this manner in this country where the Charter of Rights and Freedoms gives everyone the right of freedom and equal rights. Apparently, the Canadian labour market puts all the responsibility for finding a good job on skilled immigrants and it is therefore not receiving any benefit from their knowledge and experience which should be an asset in a multicultural society.

The achievement of equal opportunity, participation and successful integration of skilled immigrants requires a non-coercive two-way process which requires mutual change by both immigrants and Canadian society. It is not just the immigrants who need to adapt to Canadian cultural norms; there is also a need for the receiving society to change, in order to recognize the cultural, political, linguistic and economic contributions of immigrants to Canada (Guo, 2013).

Trainers and employers need to adopt a multicultural approach which challenges their own thinking about difference, so that they can become transformers and cultural brokers by providing immigrants with good strategies to overcome employers’ racism (Guo, 2009). From a recognitive justice perspective these trainings, organizations and employers need to include immigrants’ knowledge and community input into the implementation and creation of appropriate programs (Fraser, 2009). A recognitive justice framework calls for the “pluralist citizenship” that recognizes that immigrants have multiple attachments to specific cultures, languages, and values. It requires the
transformation in practice and policy of different training programs for skilled immigrants by taking into account the plural ways of becoming Canadian (Guo, 2013).

**Limitations of the Study**

Qualitative study allows intense and deep examination of the personal experiences of the participants, but at the same time the potential problem of the researcher’s subjective bias cannot be avoided by any qualitative study. This is true and really hard especially when the area of investigation involves the personally relevant topics.

Another limitation is the small sample size of participants, limited time and resources which prevented the diversity of the participants and their experiences. When studying the diverse communities in qualitative research, sample size may always be a limitation because these communities are present all over Canada. Because of the smaller sample size the findings of this study might be the representative of experiences of a small subset of individuals. The larger sample size, more diversity, good amount of resources and time would give more comprehensive and broader aspects, experiences and thoughts of this group.

**Implications for Social Work Practice and Research**

Social work from a social justice perspective and serving human rights profession should advocate against the injustice present in the society for immigrants. Social workers at settlement services should advocate for skilled immigrants by criticizing the injustice present in the system. Social workers can educate immigrants as their clients
that they can raise their voice about their rights in the society and also become part of it to support them. Social service organizations and agencies working for immigrants should be more comprehensive in their services towards immigrants. Participants of the research study mentioned that these services are not working well and provide very little services to immigrants according to their own criteria. Immigrants should be treated in these social services according to their needs and the problems they are facing in the labour market and society.

There is a need for social services that help immigrants with psychological and social support in the time of their struggle. For that there is need for community based organizations that work especially for that purpose. These services also need to provide education and awareness about socio-economically diverse groups and about their rights as new members of the society with employers that employers would deal with diverse group members with full awareness of their diversity and needs. Also it should be part of social work education in schools that immigrants are an essential part of Canada and people should know about immigrants’ adjustment problems in a new country and be aware of their importance as a productive member of the society. This would help to eliminate the barrier of race and different cultural background faced by immigrants in Canadian labour market.

Limited amount of time, resources and small sample size restricted the exploration of more components and aspects of this area of research. Firstly a large sample size for the future research is needed that may explore more comprehensive and
different experiences of skilled immigrants. For instance, there is need to involve families of immigrants in the research to capture their experiences too in regard with social and psychological stress they are facing with unemployment or living in low income. There is need to include other diverse groups which were not the part of this research study (especially other than Asian). Also there is a need to interview employers and settlement services workers to get their opinions and experiences about this important topic that will open more ways of seeing the immigrants’ experiences and situation. There is a need to look more deeply in settlement services and agencies working for immigrants and need to suggest a plan for their betterment accordingly.

**Recommendations for the Government of Canada**

Based on the findings of the research study and reflection on the experiences of highly skilled immigrants’ integration into the Canadian labour market, it is clear that the situation needs structural and systemic changes at different levels of government and society. Here are a few recommendations:

- Pre-arrival information and services should be expanded. Pilot projects in the native countries of immigrants should be started for this purpose so that the government could better communicate about labour market realities and needs and could provide better guidance to potential skilled immigrants (Lewkowicz, 2008).
• The government of Canada needs to engage employers and municipalities in identifying labour market needs and challenges, so that when selecting the skilled immigrants they know what the needs of the job market are (Muthui, 2012).

• More comprehensive and transparent enforcement of equity and anti-discrimination policies, rules and regulations is needed in the labour market. There is a need to target access to employment. Employers should be monitored and report about their workforce in terms of accommodating ethnic-cultural diversity (Schmidtke, Kovacev, & Marry, 2006).

• There is a need for more pro-active and detailed settlement programs and services for highly skilled immigrants and for that successful changes would need to be made at the government level to give settlement services more space to work for skilled immigrants. These programs’ main priority should be the integration of these immigrants into the labour market according to their qualifications and needs (language training, work experience and provision of suitable links to jobs according to their education and work experience).

• There is a need for multicultural training programs for employers so that they realize and consider immigrants’ different cultural backgrounds and better understand their situation in a new country and become transformers in the labour market (Guo, 2009).

• For example, the Toronto Regional Immigration Employment Council (TRIEC) is one of the good service provider organizations which have a successful mentoring partnership program. This program brings employers and service delivery partners
together to facilitate mentoring matches for skilled immigrants. It matches skilled immigrants with established professionals with the same occupation. It also provides bridge training programs to skilled immigrants and provides them with paid internships so that they will get Canadian experience (www.triec.ca).
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Interview Question Guide

Struggle of Canadian University Graduate Skilled Immigrants in Canadian Labor Market

Ambreen Uzair, (Master of Social Work student)
(Department of Social Work – McMaster University)

Introduction and Instructions:
Hello, my name is Ambreen. Thank you for agreeing to participate in this interview. Just to remind you, I’m looking at opinions about how immigrants graduated from Canadian universities are struggling in the labour market and how they see their future in Canada if they cannot find a good job in Canadian labour market.

Information about these interview questions:
This gives you an idea what I would like to learn about immigrants experience of labor market. Interviews will be one-to-one and will be open-ended (not just “yes or no” answers). Because of this, the exact wording may change a little. Sometimes I will use other short questions to make sure I understand what you told me or if I need more information when we are talking such as: “So, you are saying that …?”), to get more information (“Please tell me more?”), or to learn what you think or feel about something (“Why do you think that is…? ”). I would like to begin by asking you some demographic questions.

Opening Question:
Please give us your first name, and tell me one thing that made you want to participate in this study? Your age? Are you married? Do you have children and how old are they?

Introductory Questions:
How long you have been in Canada?
What is your education background in Canada?
What brought you to study at a university in Canada?

Transition Questions:
What are your career aspirations?

What are your impressions or firsthand experiences in fulfilling your career goals?

Tell me your feelings about having received your education in a Canadian university?

**Key Questions:**

Are you employed right now?

a) Yes
b) No

If no, describe your current circumstances that prevent you from finding work?

If yes, tell me about the work you are doing now?

Is the job related to your own educational qualification?

a) Yes
b) No

If no, what is your experience about this job?

What the wages have been for jobs you have had, have you been working at low wage jobs or were the wages consistent with your skill and experience?

What kind of barriers you have encountered in finding a job?

Which barrier is the most significant?

What do you think about your future/carrier in Canada?

What you do if you will not find a good job in the next few years?

What do you think about to explore other opportunities other than own profession job to build up your future?

Do you think you will remain in Canada or would you consider going to some other country where you might find better job opportunities?

What kinds of settlement services, if any, have you drawn on to help you find work?
What do you think about immigration policies and settlement services working for immigrants? Are they adequate to deal with immigrant’s integration?

What kind of services government should provide for better integration of highly skilled immigrants?

**Ending Question:**

Is there something important we forgot? Is there anything else you think I need to know or you want to tell?
DATE: __________

LETTER OF INFORMATION / CONSENT

Why Immigrants want to leave Canada: Struggle of Highly Skilled Immigrants in Canadian Labor Market

Investigators:

Student Investigator: Ambreen Uzair
Faculty Supervisor: Stephanie Baker Collins

Department of Social Work Department of Social Work
McMaster University McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada Hamilton, ON. Canada. L8S 4M4
(226)-500-2740 905-925-9140, x. 23779
E-mail: (uzaira@mcmaster.ca) E-mail: (sbcollins@mcmaster.ca)

This letter is an invitation to consider participating in a research study I am conducting as part of my Master’s degree in the Department of Social Work at McMaster University under the supervision of Professor Stephanie Baker Collins. I would like to provide you with more information about this project and what your involvement would entail if you decide to take part.

Purpose of the Study

Considering immigrants integration in the labour market after getting their education from Canadian university, the purpose of this study to explore the experience of immigrants who have been educated in Canada in finding a job and their opinion about remaining in or leaving Canada, if they don’t find a job related to their educational qualification.

This study will focus on your professional experience living in Canada. I want to explore that how this experience impacts on your socioeconomic life and on your family.

Procedures involved in the Research

In the interview you will be asked open-ended questions but following a semi structured design, allowing you to express your personal experiences and thoughts in answering them. For example, I will ask you some demographic/background information like your education and I am going to talk about your experience living in Canada after getting an education from a Canadian university and your experience in finding a job. I will be asking you questions about your views on for remaining in or leaving Canada if you do not find a good job related to your qualification. Every interview will be approximately 40 min in length and will take place in a mutually agreed upon location (e.g. public places such as cafe). With your permission, the interview will be audio recorded and hand written notes will be taken by me and by the research assistant to facilitate collection of information and to make sure that I do not miss important information, and later transcribed for analysis.
Potential Harms, Risks or Discomforts

The risks involved in participating in this study are minimal. You may feel uncomfortable answering some questions or you could feel emotionally upset in defining your experience as an immigrant. These risks are not greater than those you might encounter in your everyday life. If you feel uncomfortable with sharing certain experiences, please let me know. You do not need to answer questions that make you uncomfortable or you may refuse to answer questions that you do not want to answer.

Potential Benefits

Although the research will not benefit you directly, the findings of this study will help the researcher understand more about skilled immigrant’s problem in finding job and the effects of doing low paid jobs on your life. The research will provide an opportunity for you to reflect on your personal experiences related to job finding being an immigrant. It will make visible the importance of Canadian university graduate immigrants facing troubles in settlement for immigrant population, for Canadian society and to future researchers.

Confidentiality

All information you provide is considered completely confidential. Every effort will be made to protect (guarantee) your confidentiality and privacy, your name will not appear in any thesis or report resulting from this study. However, we are often identifiable through the stories we tell. Please keep this in mind in deciding what to tell me. No one but me and the research assistant will know whether you participated unless you choose to tell them.

Participation and Withdrawal

Your participation in this study is voluntary. It is your choice to be part of the study or not. If you decide to be part of the study, you can stop (withdraw), from the interview for whatever reason, even after signing the consent form or up until approximately [15 June, 2014]. However, after June 15 I will have started to write up results from this study and cannot remove your data. If you decide to withdraw, there will be no consequences to you. In cases of withdrawal, any data you have provided will be destroyed unless you indicate otherwise. If you do not want to answer some of the questions you do not have to, but you can still be in the study.

Information about the Study Results

I expect to have this study completed by approximately [August, 2014]. If you would like a brief summary of the results, please let me know how you would like it sent to you.

Questions about the Study

If you have questions or need more information about the study itself, please contact me at:

uzaira@mcmaster.ca

Or at

226-500-2740(cell)

This study has been reviewed by the McMaster University Research Ethics Board and received ethics clearance.

If you have concerns or questions about your rights as a participant or about the way the study is conducted, please contact:
CONSENT

- I have read the information presented in the information letter about a study being conducted by Ambreen Uzair, student of McMaster University.
- I have had the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement in this study and to receive additional details I requested.
- I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I may withdraw from the study at any time or up until approximately June 15, 2014.
- I have been given a copy of this form.
- I agree to participate in the study and to have the interview audio-recorded.

Signature: ________________________________

Name of Participant (Printed) ________________________________

In addition to participating in this study, would you like to receive a summary of the study’s results?

Yes _______

Please send them to this email address ____________________________________________

Or to this mailing address: ____________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

No _______
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